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Introduction: Religion, Tradition and the
Popular in Asia and Europe
J UDITH S CHLEHE AND E VAMARIA S ANDKÜHLER

This volume offers fresh approaches to the understanding of the growing significance of religion, tradition and the popular in Asia and Europe. An upsurge in
religiosity in public and private life has been the focus of much recent scholarly
literature. Yet most considerations have been devoted to the so-called world religions. The articles in this volume examine popular religions and their references to the past. Both popularised, mediatised aspects of world religions, as
well as local and “folk” beliefs will be taken into consideration. The contributions will also contain an analysis of new figurations of non-official,
uninstitutionalised beliefs and practices, as well as New Religious Movements
such as Western Neo-Paganism. A pluralisation of religious orientations is also
related to their respective (at times globally circulating) representations. Like all
religious phenomena, popular religions and religious traditions are sites of ideological contestation. A reassessment of the somehow nebulous dimensions of
“religion”, “tradition” and “the popular”, as we want to undertake here, goes
hand in hand with a question of critical appraisal: If we embrace a positive outlook on popular religions, we may focus on individual agency, emotional, spiritual experience or entertainment. This should also include the popular religions’
hybrid, pluralistic, permeable, and at times even subversive (regarding their opposition and resistance to fundamentalism) features. Moreover, popular religion
often provides space for women and brings different groups together with the
potential to transcend class distinctions. Emphasising a more disparaging view
may reveal aspects of commodification, marketability and connections to neoliberal forces and – at times even right-wing – political goals. Certainly, the case
studies in this volume from Southeast Asia and China as well as some parts of
Europe provide evidence for both evaluations. Moreover, they demonstrate
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manifold entanglements of traditions in new cultural constellations and religious
arenas in contemporary Asia and Europe. Yet, it should also be underlined that
we do not wish to contribute to dichotomising projects. This volume strives to
move beyond a polarisation such as the binary opposition of “East” and “West”.
It does not consider Asia and Europe as antithetical blocs or monolithic terms.
We seek to embrace a more globalised view on the contemporary world and the
fluidity of its interconnections. Thus, we propose to pursue a relational approach
by stressing the transnational dimensions and global flows of contemporary popular religions in a deeply interlinked world. Yet, this cannot be done without taking empirical realities on the ground and local historical conditions, under which
the popularisation of religions have evolved, into account. These conditions are
marked by the particular socio-religious fields in which they are embedded and
by specific power relationships. At the same time they are shaped by micro-level
discourse and practice. Thus, it is a goal of this volume to re-examine and understand popular religious trends from new angles engendered by transcultural and
multidisciplinary perspectives which can provide a unique window into the dynamic entanglement of religion, tradition and the popular in global Asia and Europe.1
What follows is an outline of our understanding of the key terms and concepts.

(D ECENTRING ) R ELIGION
Religions are not merely cultural systems (Geertz 1983) and projects connected
to moral and social order. They relate to individual spiritual experiences, which
need to be emotional and bodily authentic (Knoblauch, this volume). Religions
are continually subjected to reconstruction, and, most important for the present
situation, they become increasingly disconnected from the cultures in which they

1

This volume is mainly based on an international conference (“Religion, Tradition and
the Popular in Asia and Europe”) at the University of Freiburg in November 2012
(for a conference report see Nohejl 2013). We are very grateful for the generous financial support of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG). We also thank our
research assistants who have contributed in various ways to the many technical chores
to be executed before such a volume can go to print. In particular, we would like to
express our gratitude to Moritz Heck who beared the main responsibility in this respect, and to Sophia Hornbacher-Schönleber and Matthias Roeskens. Last, but not
least, we thank Julian Topf for his competent proof-reading.
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have been embedded. Hence, this volume also deals with global reconfigurations
of religion and their diverse manifestations in European and Asian everyday
lifeworlds.
Two issues in particular feature in recent discussions within religious studies,
history, and sociology. One is, following Talal Asad (1993), the challenge and
deconstruction of the very concept of religion due to its origin in Western, and
first of all Christian, contexts and its inappropriate generalisation and universalisation.2 This also led to the notion of “world religion”, which emerged in the
19th century. In line with this critical reassessment, we want to de-centre the issue of religion from its supposed Western origins, in which true religion was
considered as opposite to localised religions or “mere tradition” (Picard 2011).
The latter has often been associated with superstition and backwardness – not
only in Europe but in the cultural politics of many post-colonial Asian countries
of the 20th century (Endres/Lauser 2011: 2). Only very recently do we find studies on spiritual potencies, witchcraft and similar phenomena in connection to
modern developments of new forms of power and wealth or in relation to migration (for Africa cf. Geschiere 1997, for Southeast Asia cf. Hüwelmeier /Krause
2010; Endres/Lauser 2011). These studies reveal that not only institutionalised,
official religions, but also many kinds of invisible forces have become important
factors in modern politics, business and individual life. Therefore, we search for
new ways of conceptualising popular religion as a cultural process connected to
contemporary values and relations of power. We would also like to overcome
Max Weber’s developmental interpretation, in which, in the words of his critics
“the West appears to be secular, while the East seems to continue to be religiously inspired” (Abaza/Stauth 1990: 213).
A second, closely related issue is that modernisation does not necessarily
lead to the privatisation of religion, or secularisation. There is an abundance of
new studies on the worldwide “return of the religious” or the massive resurgence
of religion that can be observed around the world (also in highly industrialised
societies) apart from Western Europe.3 Religion should not necessarily be regarded as in opposition to modernity, but rather as closely intertwined in many
2

The category “religion” is a peculiar Western construction. In Asad’s words: “there
cannot be a universal definition of religion, not only because its constituent elements
and relationships are historically specific, but because that definition itself is the historical product of discursive processes.” (Asad 1993: 29).

3

There are also remarkable new studies on the variations of secularisation and the multiple forms of secularism (e.g. Calhoun et al. 2011). As for the case of Western
Europe, the picture also changes slightly if we take non-institutionalised beliefs into
account as the third part of this volume will demonstrate.
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cases. Somewhat surprisingly to anthropologists, several recent studies on postsecularisation and multiple modernities deal firstly with institutionalised religions such as Islam and Christianity, and their affiliated sects and movements.
Popular religions are often relegated to the realm of cultural studies whereas local and folk religions are seen as a matter for anthropology. The editors of this
volume intend to pursue a more inclusive approach, integrating many figurations
of spiritual experiences, beliefs and practices. As such, the volume seeks to reframe the discussions on religion by drawing attention to the issue of “the popular” and the construction and use of “traditions”. In this context, it is of the utmost importance to overcome categorical divides between established, so-called
world religions, local cosmologies and ritual practices, as well as popular and alternative religions.4 World religions have always interacted with local religious
traditions and popular, hybrid forms have emerged everywhere and at all times.
Furthermore, if we look at concrete actors, religion means different things to different people in particular situations, and, last but not least, many people can and
do participate in diverse religious cultures. This also holds true for boundaries
between religious and non-religious realms. The blurring of those divides and
boundaries is a crucial aspect of popular religion.
Yet, talking about the blurring of scientific categories should not prevent us
from perceiving and analysing empirical dissociation and conflict. As Reuter and
Horstmann recently argued: “in many cases, cultural and religious boundaries
are becoming more pronounced […] especially where different religious traditions compete with each other” (2013: 8). It should also be mentioned that dominant religious narratives often repress popular religiosity. Thus, although we plea
for an overcoming of fixed, dichotomous categories, we certainly see a need for
careful and critical examination of empirical realities and (power) struggles on
the ground.
Reading the contributions of this volume, it becomes clear that the authors
use the concept “popular religion” in manifold ways, as is often the case due to
the vagueness of the term “popular”. Nevertheless, apart from the already mentioned characteristics, we want to emphasise a particular aspect, which might
stimulate further theoretical reflection in the future: When religion becomes incorporated into everyday lifeworlds and lifestyle by providing strategies for everyday living, it undergoes a process of popularisation. At present, modern mass
media, the economic market, as well as popular representations and performances are closely connected to a pluralisation of popular religious orientations. The
4

Therefore we think that Edwin Jurriëns’ question whether popular religion is in opposition or alternative to institutionalised religion is not really appropriate (Jurriëns
2011).
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role of the individual actor and ideas of spiritual autonomy seem to have become
increasingly important, which also induces a stress on direct unmediated subjective experiences (Frisk 2009:11).
Similar phenomena and concepts of spiritual experiences exist not only in
Western esotericism and occultism (cf. Zinser 2009), but also in global esoteric
discourses that circulate freely in the global cultural marketplace. They do not
only apply to deep religiosity and spirituality, as well as the healing of body and
soul, but also to material prosperity, popular contexts, and lifestyle. 5
A crucial question remains: Is this related to individualisation? Ulrich Beck
sees in the devotion to “A God of One’s Own” (2010) in Euro-American culture,
some hope for a polytheistic cosmopolitan individualisation and a potential to
lessen the religious disputes (Beck 2006). From a transcultural and comparative
perspective, it can be said that the figure of the “enterprising self” seeking individual success and the related “spiritual economies” are gaining worldwide importance.6 But it remains an open question whether this leads to a cosmopolitan
individualisation or just to commercialisation and consumerism. The fact that
popular religions are most often embedded in so-called traditions could be considered a counter-argument to such a claim. Clearly, connecting the local past to
the present, and thereby adhering to the authority of tradition constitutes an ongoing, and crucial legitimisation process of all forms of religion.

(P OLITICISING ) T RADITION
Legitimacy and authority are vital elements of tradition. Yet tradition by its very
nature, essentialises an imagined past by connecting people to an imaginary origin. This aspect of tradition is a crucial ingredient of nationalism or even racism.
A similar analysis concerns religion: “modern religiosity is often interpreted as a
way of making the reference to past and the authority of tradition sacred” (Galland/Lemel 2008: 116). Therefore, religious communities and movements always deal with the (re)construction of traditions.

5

In the same vein, Annette Hill (2011) has observed “a paranormal turn in popular culture” in contemporary Western societies. Magic as entertainment – e.g. through paranormal media – is very popular, both in the East and West.

6

See, for an account of religious commodifications across Asia’s diverse religious traditions, Kitiarsa (2008); for Indonesia Rudnyckyj (2010); for Germany Spörrle
(2012).
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At the same time the popular imagery of (and engagement with) the past can
also satisfy a need for emotional and aesthetic experiences. Folklore and the arts
as such become vehicles for conceiving the past and keeping it alive (von
Schnurbein, this volume).
Tradition implies a fascination with the authentic (c.f. Pirker et al. 2010). But
there is no doubt “that there is no essential, bounded tradition; tradition is a
model of the past and is inseparable from the interpretation of tradition in the
present” (Handler/Linnekin 1984: 275). This, in turn, has to do with the constructions of identities within representations and with what has been called “invented traditions”: “a set of practices, normally governed by overtly or tacitly
accepted rules and of a ritual or symbolic nature, which seek to inculcate certain
values and norms of behavior by repetition, which automatically implies continuity with the past” (Hobsbawm 1983: 1). Invention of tradition thus points at
the re-appropriation of selected elements from the past and their recontextualisation within contemporary modernity. Accordingly, in recent decades many scholars have emphasised that there exists no dichotomy or fundamental opposition between tradition and modernity (cf. Schlehe/Rehbein 2008;
Basu 2013: 383).
Without being able to go into the details of the debates stipulated by Ranger
and Hobsbawm (1983), it should be stressed that they have led to much critical
thinking on a deliberate mythologising of the past, respectively on the
essentialising of an imagined and idealised past (Abaza/Stauth 1990: 226), or the
recovery of romanticised, authentic pre-colonial conditions.
For instance, contemporary neo-traditionalist movements in the Global South
are often connected to such selective appropriations of the past and sometimes
even to fundamentalisms. Furthermore, the notion of “invented tradition” has led
to an increased awareness of instrumentalisation and with it the study of gender
and class differences. It is generally accepted in the scholarly world that tradition
is politically important.
Nevertheless, as the anthropologist Karl-Heinz Kohl suggests: “it would be
useless to differentiate between pristine or ‘true’ and false or ‘invented’ tradition, because traditions are always in flow.” (Kohl 2006: 99). (It could be added
that this also holds true for the older distinction between Great and Little tradition which has long been deconstructed.) Accordingly, Handler and Linnekin
(1984) advocate the perception that tradition can neither be categorically divided
into “genuine” or “spurious” categories, nor in general “be defined in terms of
boundedness, givenness, or essence” (ibid. 273). They state:
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“[W]e can no longer speak of tradition in terms of approximate identity of some objective
thing that changes while remaining the same. Instead, we must understand tradition as a
symbolic process that both presupposes past symbolisms and creatively reinterprets them.
In other words, tradition is not a bounded entity made up of bounded constituent parts, but
a process of interpretation, attributing meaning in the present through making reference to
the past.” (Handler/Linnekin 1984: 287)

Thus, tradition becomes inseparable from the process of interpretation in the present, therefore representing both continuity and discontinuity (ibid. 273, 276).
The example of early modern Southeast Asia and the discontinuities described
by Anthony Reid (in this volume) illustrate that tradition – contested as it always
is – may refer to very different (even contradictory) backgrounds.
The assumptions of Handler, Linnekin, and Kohl already indicate that the
dynamics of traditions do not simply represent instrumentalisations, but also offer an opportunity for self-determination and regained self-esteem. In some instances, local traditions are reinvented as counter-movements, in effect becoming counter-hegemonic discourses to globalisation or western historical conceptions and representations of the indigenous “other”, or to “westernisation” in
general – often equated with capitalism and feelings of alienation. They may be
seen as indigenous systems of knowledge and they can add to the agency and
visibility of marginalised groups and simultaneously add to the profit of local
and global players (Brosius/Polit 2011: 10). Hence, what is accepted as tradition
becomes economically relevant, especially when applied to issues of ownership.
But not just local traditions are reinvented. In the context of globalisation,
there exist myriad examples of the appropriation of “other” traditions stemming
from worldwide resources. Furthermore, as is vividly demonstrated in the contributions of von Schnurbein and Gründer (this volume), we encounter neotraditional popular religious phenomena not only in Asia or in the Global South,
but in Western and Northern Europe as well. In the context of this volume, the
long history of the circulation of ideas between Asia and Europe, including the
dynamic interaction of religious revival and popularisation, as well as the hybridisation of manifold popular religious traditions deserve special attention.

(U N - DIFFERENTIATING ) THE P OPULAR
The signification of the term “popular” oscillates between two prominent meanings, both of which correspond to a differentiation in the German scholarly language between the notions of:
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1.) “popular” (dt.), which is sometimes translated as “popular” but with a
strong “folk” connotation, often identified with “little tradition”, syncretistic
practices in non-industrial societies, regional or local or ethnic culture, and/or
lower social strata;
2.) “populär” (dt.) translatable as “popular” or “popularised”, implying a
modern, marketised and consumption-oriented state of being, often identified
with commercialisation, eclecticism, mediatisation, entertainment, branding,
bodily, sensory and emotional aspects, most often associated with the middle
class, urbanised societies and the global world but at times – eg. in the context of
“popularised religiosity” – also characterised by a blurring of boundaries between social classes.7
What interests us in this book is to permeate such a distinction and intertwine
concepts by overcoming the boundaries between “folk” and “elite” (Jurriëns
2011). We believe this becomes possible by focusing on both popular and popularised, nonofficial religions beyond national societies and cultural areas, as well
as considering them as inconsistent, heterogeneous, and changeable. Before we
further elaborate on this deliberate un-discrimination, we would like to briefly
mention another related notion, namely
3.) “populist”, which is often used in a pejorative way and connected to demagogy. Yet, it shares some characteristics with the popular as it also entails a
connotation of empathising with the public and “the people”. While populism is
most frequently understood as the embodiment of power in the person of a charismatic leader, it can also be a salient dimension of grass-roots mobilisation
(Comaroff 2009: 5) or religious renewal movements (for instance, the Christian
Renewal movement, which incorporates Pentecostal, Charismatic and neocharismatic churches).8 Nonetheless, it needs to be stated clearly that populism is
based on the simplification, reduction of complexities and dichotomous schemes
and stereotypes which support the drawing of simple lines between the populace
and its enemies. Therefore, our suggestion to overcome the discrimination between populär and popular is not extended to the notion of the populist – although there exist certain similarities between these tropes and each of them requires careful, critical analysis and reflection on the effects of their use.
This volume finds that significant interrelations exist regarding the decentring and politicising of religion and tradition. Popular cultural practices and
products and popular forms of entertainment are often laden with religious ide7

Bräunlein elaborates on the political history of the peculiar German vocabulary of

8

For an example of a careful analysis of populist religion in Southeast Asia see Kessler

“popular”, “folk” and “the people” (see his contribution in this volume).
and Rüland (2008).
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ology (Clark 2012: 1), then spread by mass media and corporate advertising
(melting religion and marketing), all of which thematise religion in manifold
ways (Schofield Clark 2007; cf. also Höpflinger, Heryanto in this volume). Yet,
every religion features certain popular manifestations. In this way popular culture does not only inform and structure, but becomes in manifold ways intertwined with religious discourse and practices spanning differing social, cultural,
and historical contexts. In Southeast Asia Beng-Lan Goh (forthcoming) observes
the expansion (she even speaks of a “collapse”) of religion into popular culture.
This is also characterised by an overcoming of the faith in “originals” of tradition, roots, and identity.
However, as the significations of “popular” are similarly numerous as in the
case of “religion” and “tradition”, what is meant by “popular” in general, and
what it comes to denote in the context of this book, requires further clarification.
Amongst the various definitions of “popular”, the only common consensus
seems to be that a true definition remains elusive. Nevertheless, differing approaches can help to give an impression of the spectrum of denotations. In the
broadest “classical” sense, according to Williams (in Storey 2001: 5 f.), “popular” can assume four common meanings: 1. “well liked by many people”, 2. “inferior kinds of works”, 3. “work deliberately setting out to win favour with the
people” and 4. “culture actually made by the people for themselves”. In combination with the notion of “culture” the popular might further been associated
with “[...] culture which is left over after we have decided what is high culture”
(Storey 2001: 6): commercial or folk culture; and a political tool of suppression
used by dominant cultures (Storey 2001: 6-12). Popular culture in the contemporary world is often considered to have a “mass cultural” form, connected to mass
communication, industrial mass production, rational organization and economisation (Knoblauch in this volume). Thereby, it becomes associated with the negative connotations of standardisation, commoditisation, ideological manipulation, and uncritical consumption (Hall 1981; Storey 2001). Furthermore, it is
frequently considered profane and superficial instead of sacred and profound (cf.
Stausberg 2010: 13 f.).
Disagreeing with the focus on “the people” and the associated power struggle
between the outdated (cf. Korte/Paletschek 2009: 14-15) dichotomous associations of the subordinate with popular culture, and the elite with the so-called
high culture as formulated by Hall and Storey in the field of cultural studies,
Hügel (2003: 1) argues that a common interpretation of “popular culture” designates that it equates pleasure, fun, or amusement (“Vergnügen”). Bodily, sensory and emotional aspects are definitely an important ingredient of “the popular”.
As Korte and Paletschek (2012: 8) write, popular forms of presentation aim to
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“[…] satisfy the need for emotional and aesthetic experience and for adventure,
for a risk-free encounter with what is strange, different or “other” and, finally,
for relaxation and diversion.” This quest for extraordinary experiences and fun is
met by an increased “eventisation” as a central part of the popularisation process.
Such events offer emotional and mental involvement. The subsequent interactivity implies a transcendental experience, and subsequently the promise of manifold possibilities of identification (Korte/Paletschek 2009: 15; Hitzler 2011: 1114).
Popular displays (of religion and other phenomena) strive for general accessibility as well as comprehensibility. Therefore, notwithstanding, the “power
struggle” put forward by cultural studies often represents a useful heuristic category, as the implications of the popular reach far beyond simple means of entertainment and/or mass culture. As Stuart Hall (1981: 239) states, popular culture
features a power struggle in an “arena of consent and resistance”. Empirical examples show that popular culture offers the opportunity for negotiating identities, including officially under-represented groups (e.g. women, the youth, suppressed ethnic groups or political opposition) (cf. Heryanto 2008: 1-35). Hence,
the concept also provides space to acknowledge differences within the ranks of
the people, such as inequalities in terms of power, wealth, sexuality and culture.
In any case it is important to consider “whichever conceptual category is deployed as popular culture’s absent/present other, [as] it will always powerfully
affect the connotations brought into play when we use the term “popular culture”
(Storey 2001: 1).
Corresponding with the abovementioned possible denotations of “popular
culture”, Hügel stresses that in different contexts the term can assume the meaning of “cultural industry”, “consumer culture”, “the trivial”, “folk culture”, “subculture”, “youth culture”, “everyday culture”, “leisure culture”, “event culture”,
and “media culture” (ibid. 14). The sum of these enumerations gives an impression of the wide spectrum on which the popular and popular cultures operate.
But as Hügel (2003: 14) specifies, the abovementioned associations with popular
culture represent mere approximations of the notion “popular”, without offering
a concrete definition. Additionally, it seems important to not only consider the
described spectrum as not fully definitive, but to further enhance it with findings
from the field. If we approach “the popular” inductively and focus on the question of how, and by whom it is used, and for what purpose it engages with the
praxis of life, it loses its inherent definitional vagueness by virtue of being bound
to particular contexts and concrete sets of meaning. As already mentioned by
Storey (2001: 1), one should pay attention to what is implicitly or explicitly considered as its antagonistic “other”. By means of such an approach it becomes
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possible to reach a central characteristic as formulated by Storey (2001: 12-15)
and Hügel (2003: 1) without offering any definitive solution: to overcome categorical differentiations between so-called high and low culture and to avoid
judgmental evaluations and connotations – without, as we would like to add,
abandoning the claim to analyse in a critical manner its various manifestations.
The popular can be considered as a diachronic phenomenon – not in the
sense that it is perpetually static and that former occurrences of popular culture
are congenial to recent appearances – but in the sense that we can presuppose
that the popular has always existed in one form or another within different contexts of reception. Contrarily, this means that the popular should not be considered as something genuinely new, but as always developing new characteristics
and specificities as well as new media (in the broadest sense of expression). As a
tentative conclusion, it could be proposed that a common designation of all different accentuations of the popular that does not stand in contrast with the here
suggested inductive approach, can only be characterised by its connection to
concrete lifeworlds. Such modes of connection should be further specified in
their respective contexts.
As such, this volume seeks to locate comparative and transcultural perspectives so vital to the identification of new relevant contexts in the contemporary,
globalising world.

O UTLINE

OF THE CONTRIBUTIONS

The contributions contained within this volume, stemming from anthropology,
cultural studies, sociology, history, media studies, sinology and Scandinavian
studies, engage in meaningful and nuanced ways with different conceptualisations of popular religion in relation to different lifeworlds, histories, and constructions of traditions.
The first part consists of exemplary historical and conceptual approaches. Hubert
Knoblauch’s paper titled “The Communicative Construction of Transcendence: a
New Approach to Popular Religion” features a debate of theoretical issues mainly focusing on current transformations of the religious field in Europe. He interprets religion as based on communicatively constructed transcendence, whereby
meaning is generated through social action and intersubjectivity. This communicative quality of religious meaning is, according to Knoblauch, best described as
popular religion. For this all-embracing concept he suggests the term “populär”,
as derived from the German language. According to Knoblauch popu-
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lar/populäre religion, transcendence, and spirituality are all linked by their
communicative constructivism. Through the communicative approach it hence
becomes possible to grasp the multiple, sometimes diverging ideas that are inherent to popular/populäre religion. By questioning at what points, how, and by
whom boundaries are contested, negotiated or marked, he aims to achieve an understanding of religion as a specific historical construction.
Anthony Reid’s contribution can be seen as an immediate exemplification
and application of such an approach. Reid turns to “Religion in Early Modern
Southeast Asia: Synthesizing Global and Local” and gives a detailed historical
overview over the cosmopolitanising and vernacularising processes connected to
the conversion of Southeast Asia to its three modern global faiths (Islam, Christianity and Theravada Buddhism) between the 16th and 18th century. The “religious revolution” of the long 16th century – labelled as “Age of Commerce” –
was characterised by a new (rival) universalism of ideas and a quest for
cosmopolis whereas the long 18th century brought religious syncretism, vernacularisation and popularisation of the new religions to wide parts of society. There
may be lessons to learn for the presence from Reid’s analysis that when hard
lines were drawn around the new faith it often created hostile rejection, whereas
successes involved the incorporation of local sanctities, leaders and habits into
the new system.
Also Peter J. Bräunlein’s paper “Who Defines ‘the Popular’? Post-colonial
Discourses on National Identity and Popular Christianity in the Philippines”
thematises global and local factors. He connects Johann Gottfried von Herder’s
romantic ideas on “folk” and “the people” with Filipino scholarly debates on tradition, authenticity, identity and popular Christianity. Thus, Bräunlein refers to
the political history of the term popular in the European 19th century setting and
traces the European notion of nation in nationalist discourses on Filipino history
and Philippine Christianity, which since the independence (1946) local academics consider “folk Catholicism”. Discourses on popular religion, tradition and an
authentically Filipino Christianity are along these lines analysed as being part of
the project of nation building.
The second part of this volume provides four case studies of popular and popularised religions in contemporary Asia.Yet one important paper that was presented at the above-mentioned conference is missing here. Pattana Kitiarsa delivered
one of his very last public talks on popular Buddhism: “Of Weber and the Real
Religion of the Masses: The Making of Modern Popular Buddhism in Contemporary Thailand”. Tragically only two months later, and much too young, he
passed away. As there was no time left for him to provide a written version of
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his paper, we can only stress his immensely valuable role in the scholarly debates on popular Buddhism. In his work Kitiarsa genuinely focused on the agency of people making their own religiosity to meet their everyday needs. He described popular Buddhism in Thailand today as being not “less serious, less rigorous, or further from the ideals of Buddhist moral perfection and selftransformation than traditional Theravada Buddhism” (Kitiarsa 2012a: 1). Revisiting Max Weber’s conception of popular religion, he reconstructed certain
social forces and processes underlying the rise of popular Buddhism in contemporary Thailand, namely, deification, commodification, and media-saturation, to
explain how and why Thai popular Buddhism has become the “real religion of
the masses in everyday life in contemporary Thailand and elsewhere.” (Kitiarsa
2012b)9
The second part of this volume commences with two contributions regarding
modern mass media. Kristin Kupfer examines the “Concepts of (Protestant)
Christian Identity in Chinese Microblogs”. She investigates mediatisation and
popularisation of Christianity within the Chinese society and how Chinese “netizens” adopt Christianity to shape and communicate their own virtual identity.
First she presents an overview of the presence of Christianity within the context
of microblogging services. Then, taking a closer look at a microblog platform
called Sina Weibo, she describes functional elements by which users state their
identity. By examining a sample of microblog users, different concepts of Christian identity are identified and analysed.
Next, we find three contributions focusing on Indonesia. As this is the country with the largest Muslim population in the world it suggests itself to begin
with popularised forms of Islam. One notion which has provoked some debate
lately is the new concept of a post-Islamist turn.10 Ariel Heryanto’s paper titled
“The Cinematic Contest of Popular Post-Islamism” deals with ideological contests over contemporary Indonesian popular culture. He examines the contestation of different variants of Islamic piety in so-called Islamic films, which enjoy
tremendous popularity these days. Drawing on the concept of “post-Islamism”
Heryanto discusses a modified version: newly emerging forms of religious piety,
popular cultural practices and everyday lifestyle among the urban Muslim youth.
He considers the political context of Indonesia’s Islamisation in order to high9

For his theoretical approach see Kitiarsa 2009, for ethnographic examples of spirit
mediums, magic monks, the lottery fever, the amulet craze and cults of wealth in contemporary Thailand see Kitiarsa 2012a.

10 Müller (2013: 280) argues for Malaysia that there is rather a pop-Islamist than a postIslamist turn.
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light the specificities of the Indonesian case in relation to similar trends elsewhere.
The following two contributions are grounded in empirical anthropological
field research. Evamaria Sandkühler’s engaged ethnography on “Popularisation
of Religious Traditions: Historical Communication of a Chinese Indonesian
Place of Worship” describes and analyses the discourse specific to a multicultural, multireligious site, the Sam Poo Kong temple in Semarang. While the governmental popularisation of the temple is commonly accepted to be part of an increased touristification, nevertheless there remains considerable contestation in
relation to its various interpretations of religion and tradition. Sandkühler designates such negotiations within certain contexts as “historical communication”.
The contribution by Judith Schlehe “Translating Traditions and Transcendence: Popularised Religiosity and the Paranormal Practitioners’ Position in Indonesia” points towards the highly ambiguous position of modern magicalmystical experts (alternative healers) in Java. They provide an example of nonofficial, popular religious forms which exist parallel to the so-called world religions acknowledged by the Indonesian state. Paranormal practitioners mediate
between traditions and modernities and they offer their services to anybody.
They can thereby be considered as hybridising worldviews and transcending
boundaries between religious, ethnic and other social groups. Schlehe analyses
their position as oscillating between spiritual entrepreneurship and maintaining
an open space for religious pluralism.
The third part of this book addresses various case studies located in Europe.
Ehler Voss sets out with “A Sprout of Doubt. The Debate on the Medium's
Agency in Mediumism, Media Studies, and Anthropology”. He discusses the
conceptualisation of the term medium and traces the question of the relationship
between mediumship and authorship back to controversies in Spiritism/spiritualism in the 19th century. The conflict of the two positions – the medium either alters the message or does not – is still virulent, especially when it
comes to current practices of mediumistic healing in Germany. Interestingly
enough, Voss suggests an analogy with anthropology and media studies in respect to the controversy on the agency of technical media and human mediums.
Corresponding to the global trend of commercial entertainment, now media
and spirituality have become inseparable in the context of healing practices
(Meyer/Moors 2006), and new media formats are constantly being introduced.
Anna-Katharina Höpflinger’s paper “Tomorrow, Christ on the Cross Will be
Selling Socks. References to Christianity in Contemporary Advertising Campaigns” stresses the reciprocal relationship between religious traditions and eco-
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nomic systems. She focuses on advertising campaigns that make use of religious
contents, and analyses how visual religious semantics is used in order to communicate, create attention, and establish (new) worldviews, as well as to pursue
commercial goals in a non-religious context. Thus, according to Höpflinger,
commercial religion not only constructs new fields of religious knowledge, but
also new fields of identification.
The last two chapters refer to the growth of Western Europeans calling themselves Pagans, drawing on the revival of an eclectic mix of pre-Christian religious traditions and pantheistic worldviews. In “Germanic Neo-Paganism – A
Nordic Art-Religion?” Stefanie von Schnurbein discusses contemporary NeoPagan religions, which tend to perceive their spirituality as a creative process
and assign spiritual qualities to art, music, literature and performance. Von
Schnurbein sheds a critical perspective on the discourse of Nordic art-religion,
aesthetic expressions and religious movements derived from “Nordic myth”,
which she sees as commonly connected to right-wing radicalism. They have also
been frequently associated with obscure categories such as blood and soil, heritage and race. According to von Schnurbein, a general, disturbing conflation of
religion, ethnicity and culture can be observed over the course of the previous
decades.
René Gründer paints a more positive image of Neo-Paganism. In his chapter
on “Neopagan Traditions in the 21st Century: Re-inventing Polytheism in a Polyvalent World-Culture”, he explains the changes in contemporary constructions of
alternative, polytheist and pre-Christian traditions of autochthonous European religions. Gründer stresses that he sees diversification and pluralisation in this
field. Despite conceding that racist and folkish Neo-Pagan groups still exist, he
also points towards new trends by which groups have emancipated themselves
from such ideologies to now propagate universalism, individualist spirituality
and a personalised pantheon.
Together the contributions of this volume illustrate in meaningful and profound
ways the multidimensional processes through which religion, the politics of tradition, and popular culture are intimately intertwined. Our hope is to gain a
deeper understanding of such issues and stimulate further critical discussions on
both the emancipatory potential of popular religion and the connected political
economy in transcultural and global entanglements.
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